
Educational Practices and Gender Differences Part Two: Lauren Johnston, Tiara Gardner and Jacob Wise 
Still Failing at Fairness Chapter 6: Test, Grades and the Boy’s Crisis 
Our Test Culture: Generally Boys receive higher grades on high-stake tests but do not get good grades in comparison to girls 
Girls do poorer of high-stake tests-yet get better grades-No Child Left Behind Act mandated these high stake tests such as standardized testing-
Schools in our country have fell into the large testing industry-where we suppose test scores show learning-Some students will take standardized 
tests 12 times within a given year-and state and federal gov’t require additional tests- the higher the test score the higher the value  
High Stake Tests: NAEP National Assessment of Education Progress-est. 1969-tests all students -Gender trends in NAEP: reveals more 
similarities between genders than there are differences-test gaps are large between race, class and ethnicity- 12th grade reading-higher in white 
students than Native American -PSAT test-boys do much better than their female counterparts-test tried to double the points for the verbal score 
and not the math score to try and give the girls an advantage-yet, boys did better in both sections-Why are boys outperforming girls?-Boys have 
outscored girls in both the verbal and math portions of the SAT-since 1972-Women however, get better grades in their first year of college than 
do men- Fair Test non-profit group looks at the misuse of testing and tries to make the necessary changes-In 1989-Judge Walker-made New 
York use not only test scores but grades-they saw a rise in female scholarships as a result-Standardize test scores-cause students to believe they 
aren’t smart enough and undermine their abilities based on these tests that do not measure true intelligence What implications do these test scores 
have on students believed abilities? 
Multiple Choice and Guessing: Test questions can be written out in a way that favors a certain gender-males do better on tests having to do with 
money, science and sports-Girls do better with aesthetic questions and abstract concepts 
Boys do very well on multiple-choice questions which is the majority of tests- men more likely to take a risk-girls not so much 
Girls early on have been noted to question themselves and answer “I don’t know” when they are honestly unsure of an answer-boys take risks 
and guess anyway- may be increasing their score How can we make females more assertive? 
Timed Tests: Males do better on timed tests while girls do not-girls prefer to review their answers which is valuable but does not help them on 
exams-unfortunately, fast test taking is valued in tests such as the SAT 
Stereotype Threat: When told intelligence is being assessed did worse than when told the test will measure their problem-solving is being 
assessed-students who value their education and care a lot about it tend to face stereotype threat more than those who don’t care 
Tainted History of the Testing Industry: Army Mental Test used to see who was fit to be an officer-decided that White upper-mid class men from 
Northern Europe were the smartest and more fit to be an officer (strong bias)-Because of emphasis on No Child Left Behind-teachers, teach how 
to take tests-tests fail to focus on realistic things such as how a student solves problems How is testing damaging to students and their abilities? 
The Grade Gap: Girls are more likely to be Valedictorians-Teachers says they grade on: 1.) hard work 2.) attendance 3.)assignments in on time 
4.)tests 5.)positive attitudes-these may be the reasons as to why girls get better grades - Boys on the other hand are less motivated, less focused in 
school Politicizing Boys: The Birth of a New Boy Crisis In past, women as teachers/mothers harmed males by making them feminine-In turn, we 
would see athletics created for boys to be tough and “manly”-found it solved discipline problems-Feminized Male book by Sexton-argues that 
schools emasculated boys by placing female qualities on them such as neatness-In an Atlantic cover article, girls seen as bullies to men in which 
they had qualities that educational institutions admired such as following rules and doing homework 
Separating Fact from Hyperbole: Fewer boys are struggling in school today in comparison to before-doing better on exams, higher college 
enrollment than before, more men in prestigious universities, fewer boys and girls are dropping out, more boys enroll in advanced courses, and 
men earn more than women with same degree  
The Some Boys Crisis: White and Asian males tend to do better than other ethnic groups-graduate more than Hispanics or African Americans 
A Magic Mirror: What the Boys Crisis Teaches Us: Boys crisis shows us that boys in themselves have their own stereotypes-boys are even today 
expected to be aggressive, independent and competitive-connecting school with community to deal with societal/educational issues to deal with 
race/school issues.  
Still Failing at Fairness Chapter 7: Higher Education: Peeking Behind the Campus Curtain 
Women Arrive- Early on women not allowed to get a college education-More women admitted more conforming they became-saw college as a 
waiting game til marriage-made their own clubs and organizations not as “powerful” as men’s-kept women separated from men 
The Divided Campus-Majors became divide for genders-women: literature and social science-Men: business and computer science-reinforcing 
their roles (women as teachers) Campus value higher for males and “less valued” for females 
In A Silent Voice-Integrated classes allow us to analyze how Professors interact with men and women-higher level education appear more 
biased-Self-doubt has become issue for women-women seen less likely to participate-men more likely to dominate class discussion-only half of 
students appear to participate in general How can teachers encourage women to take charge of class discussions? 
The Girls Next Door-Less divided area in college: on campus living-2/3 students face sexual harassment on campus 
The Years of Living Dangerously: Frats and Sororities have risen-more frat houses than sorority-women living together considered a “brothel”-
sorority girls often discriminated against if not seen as “attractive”-campus rape is a large issue on college campuses- 2005 a rape case was 
dismissed in Colorado due to the “lack of evidence”-appealed in 2007 and women were given 2.85 million by University of Colorado-Females 
more sensitive to rape-prevention programs 
Sexual Harassment: It’s Not For Women Only More than ½ of college men stated they have sexually harassed someone-senior professors are 
mostly male-men more likely to be in part of the mentoring relationship-when women are, it sometimes becomes sexual-2005 National Survey 
states men as women are likely to experience sexual harassment-1/3 females say they have sexually harassed-Men’s supposed gender role leaves 
them unable to express their feelings about it How can we get men to confidently discuss their emotional experiences? 
Out of Sight, Out of Mind Many texts chosen by professors are gender biased-math and science texts were less likely to discuss women-using 
college textbooks lead to bias for future teachers reading them-texts found to use generic male terms for both genders (men and he) 
Female Majority on a Male Campus 1980s women majority in college-2007 57% women-now favoring males-men more rare-more valued now-
women majority but not in terms of positions such as college presidents-male dominated professors at 4 year schools-2008 ½ women at Ivy 
Leagues were female-huge progress The Student Reality Gap: Men earning more college degrees now than ever-older women, poor and minority 
more likely to go to college-why? Restrictions are gone and have allowed them to go to college- Upon graduation women lower their downscale 
their job goals-think house life would be more “comfortable”-Women are leaving careers in math, science and medicine-some schools have 
provided resources to women can go to school such as child care Is the feeling of needing to deal with household obligations causing women to 
leave careers in science and medicine? 


